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Abstract— Steganography is a way of hiding the information transmitting from sender to receiver and making the communication invisible. To enlarge the capacity of hidden secret information and to produce indistinguishable stego-image from original image with human eye, a new steganographic approach using quantized range table using perfect square number and local area pixel value differencing is proposed in this paper. Our research provides a new viewpoint that if we choose the proper width for each range and use the proposed method, we can obtain better image quality and higher capacity. In addition, we offer a theoretical analysis to show our method is well defined. The experiment results also show the proposed scheme has better image quality and higher capacity.

Index Terms— Steganography, PVD, Range Table, PSNR, MSE.

I. INTRODUCTION

For transferring the information from sender to receiver, one of the first thoughts should be security issues for transferring data across network. Due to use of internet, there is most necessity of information security. Information security means protecting the information from the attacker or hacker. For transferring the information confidentially, a technique named Steganography is used. The steganography [5] is a way of concealing the information from unwanted sources. The purpose of steganography is covert communication to hide a message from a third party. The word “Steganography”[5] technically means “covered or hidden writing”.

The design of an image steganographic system can be categorized into spatial domain methods and transform domain methods.

In spatial domain methods, the processing is applied on the image pixel values directly. Such as, Least Significat Bit Insertion methods and Pixel Value Differencing methods.

The pixel-value differencing (PVD) [1] scheme provides high imperceptibility to the stego image by selecting two consecutive pixels and designs a quantization range table to determine the payload by the difference value between the consecutive pixels. Besides, it offers the advantage of conveying a large number of payloads, while still maintaining the consistency of an image characteristic after data embedding.

In recent years, several studies have been proposed to improve the PVD method. In this work, we used a new quantization range table [1] based on the perfect square number to decide the payload by the difference value of center pixel and its neighboring local pixels in the matrix of 3X3 pixels. It differs from the design of Wu and Tsai’s scheme, in which the quantization range table is based on the range width of the power of two. The perfect square number provides an elegant mathematical model to develop a new quantization range table, which divides each range into two subranges for embedding different numbers of secret bits.

II. REVIEW OF CLASSICAL PVD APPROACH

In PVD method [4], gray scale image is used as a cover image for hiding the secret information. This cover image is partitioned into non-overlapping blocks of two consecutive pixels, \( P_i \) and \( P_{i+1} \). A difference value is generated by subtracting \( P_i \) from \( P_{i+1} \) in each block. The difference value is represented by ‘\( d \)’. The set of all difference values lies a range from -255 to 255. So \( |d| \) ranges from 0 to 255. The blocks which generates small difference values that locate in smooth area and blocks which generates large difference values that locate at the sharp edged area. The human eyes can tolerate more changes in sharp-edge area than smooth area. So, more data can be embedded into edge area than smooth area. Therefore, in PVD method, a range table has been designed with \( n \) contiguous ranges \( R_k \). Here the value of \( k \) varies from 1 to \( n \) like \( k=1,2,...,n \). where the range is 0 to 255. The lower limit and the upper limit are represented by \( l_k \) and \( u_k \) respectively, then \( R_k \in [l_k, u_k] \). The width of \( R_k \) is calculated using \( w_k=u_k-l_k+1 \). \( w_k \) decides how many bits can be embedded into a pixel block. The embedding algorithm is given as algorithm.

Algorithm:

1. Find the difference value \( d_i \) of two consecutive pixel \( P_i \) and \( P_{i+1} \) for each segment in the cover image. This difference is given by \( d_i=|P_{i+1}-P_i| \).
Find the optimal range in which the calculated difference value lies in the range table by using $d_i$. This is calculated as $R_k = \min(u_k - d_i)$, where $u_k \geq d_i$ for all $1 \leq k \leq n$.

Calculate the number of bits $t'$ to be embedded in a pixel segment can be defined as $t = \log_2 w_i$. Where $w_i$ is the width of the range where the pixel difference $d_i$ lies

- Read $t$ bits from binary secret data and convert it into its decimal value $b$.
- Now finding the new difference value $d_i'$ using $d_i' = l_i + b$.
- Modify the values of $p_i$ and $P_{i+1}$ by the following method [1]:
  \[
  (P_i', P_{i+1}') = \begin{cases} 
  (P_i + m/2, P_{i+1} - m/2), & \text{if } P_i \geq P_{i+1} \text{ and } d_i' > d_i \\ 
  (P_i - m/2, P_{i+1} + m/2), & \text{if } P_i < P_{i+1} \text{ and } d_i' > d_i \\ 
  (P_i + m/2, P_{i+1} - m/2), & \text{if } P_i \geq P_{i+1} \text{ and } d_i' \leq d_i \\ 
  (P_i - m/2, P_{i+1} + m/2), & \text{if } P_i < P_{i+1} \text{ and } d_i' \leq d_i
  \end{cases}
  \]
  where $m = |d_i' - d_i|$. Repeat step 1-6 until all secret data are embedded into the cover image. After embedding all secret data, a resultant image is generated which is called Stego-Image.

While decoding the hidden data from the stego-image, the range table, which is used at encoding, is required. Here the same method is used for partitioning the stego-image into pixel blocks. Calculate the difference value for each block using $d_i' = |P_i' - P_{i+1}'|$. Now finding the optimum range $R_i$ of $d_i'$. Compute the $b'$ by $b' = di' - li$. Convert $b'$ into binary of $t'$ bits, where $t = \log_2 w_i$. These $t'$ bits are the hidden secret data.

### III. PROPOSED SCHEME

In the proposed scheme, first we separate RGB components of color image. We can embed our secret data using **local are pixel value differencing**. In this method, we choose a center pixel in a matrix of $3 \times 3$ pixels (for all three color components). We calculate the inter pixel difference in the matrix to find out highest difference in pixel values. This highest values of difference is compared in range table and we find the maximum number of bits of information (from secret message) that we can replace in center pixel.

In this section, the proposed scheme is described in three parts: the new quantization range table is based on the perfect square number, embedding procedure, and extraction procedure

### A. Quantized Range Table

The new designed range table is based on perfect square number [1] and is described in table 1. For each pixel value difference, choose the nearest perfect square number $n$, then we have range $n^2 - n \leq n' < n^2 + n + 1$ for $n \in [1, 16]$. The width of this range is $n^2 + n - n = 2n$, and embedding bit length is $m = \log_2 (2n)$. For each range, if the width of range is larger than $2^m$, then we divide this range in two subranges: $[n^2 - n, n^2 + n - 2n]$ and $[n^2 + n - 2n + 1, n^2 + n - 1]$.

By the definition of subrange, if bits to be embedded $m + 1$ equals one of $m + 1$ sb bits in the first subrange, then we can embed $m + 1$ bits is first subrange. Otherwise the second subrange is used with embedding capacity $m$.

### B. Embedding Algorithm

For embedding the secret data, we are using color image. The embedding procedure is explained below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Sub-ranges</th>
<th>$t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[0, 1]</td>
<td>[0, 1]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[2, 5]</td>
<td>[2, 5]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[6, 11]</td>
<td>[6, 7]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[12, 19]</td>
<td>[12, 19]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[20, 29]</td>
<td>[20, 21]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[30, 41]</td>
<td>[34, 41]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>[42, 55]</td>
<td>[42, 47]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>[56, 71]</td>
<td>[56, 71]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>[72, 89]</td>
<td>[74, 89]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>[90, 109]</td>
<td>[90, 93]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>[110, 131]</td>
<td>[110, 115]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>[132, 155]</td>
<td>[132, 139]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>[156, 181]</td>
<td>[156, 165]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>[182, 209]</td>
<td>[182, 193]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>[210, 239]</td>
<td>[210, 223]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>[240, 255]</td>
<td>[240, 255]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Read Cover Image and separate its RGB components.

Take the selected pixel in each colour domain and make a matrix of 9X9 pixel by placing selected pixel in center of matrix.

Calculate the difference value ‘d,‘ between two consecutive pixels, that are above and to the left side of center pixel.

Now find the highest difference value among four difference values of each colour plane.

Find nearest perfect square number n for two difference values and compute the length of embedding bits t =\[\log_2 2n\]. There are two cases: Search the first subrange and find a value p in the subrange such that LSB( p, t+1) = Secret (t+1) and then set d”=p. Otherwise search the second subrange and find a p in subrange such that LSB( p, t) = Secret (t ) and then set d”=p.

Calculating the difference between d,’ and di for finding the value of m.

Modify the values of P_i and P_{i+1} by the original PVD method as discussed in review section. (where P_i and P_{i+1} are center pixels from matrix of R and B color planes). Here only R and B components are selected because these two components add very little to Y value and uniformly distributing the difference does not alter their values to much extent and Y values remains almost same

Now repeat the steps for next pixel that is immediate neighbour to center pixel and repeat the process for all pixels moving to right side and then down in the color selected block of image.

When you submit your final version, after your paper has been accepted, prepare it in two-column format, including figures and tables.

C. Extraction Algorithm

For the extraction process, the range table, which is used at encoding, is required. The following steps used for extracting the hidden data:

- Read this Cover Image and separate its RGB components.
- Starting from the last pixel, consider it as center pixel of selected block for all three colour components
- Now calculate the difference values of other pixels of matrix
- Now find the greatest difference value among the differences.
- Find nearest perfect square number n for two difference values and compute the length of embedding bits t =\[\log_2 2n\]. Search the sub range and determine which subrange it belongs to, and extract the secret data secret m+1 = LSB d” ,m+1 for first sub range and secret m = LSB d” ,m for second sub range. by subtracting the lower value of selected range from difference value d,
- Now convert this decimal value into binary equivalent. These binary bits are the original data.
- Now repeat the process for other pixels by moving right to left and then top for an image and extract the message bits before the previously extracted bits.
- After that these binary information is converted in to watermark image

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We tested the reliability and efficiency of the proposed system using PSNR, MSE and Capacity as stego image quality measures. The method is tested on various color images. The original and corresponding stego images are shown in figure 1. The computing of the PSNR, the widely-used image quality measure, is very easy and fast. Therefore, PSNR is the most common metric used to measure the quality of digital images in many image processing applications and considered as a reference model to evaluate the efficiency of other objective image quality evaluation methods. Mostly, digital image steganography uses the PSNR to evaluate the quality of stego images or the imperceptibility of steganography methods. Thus, PSNR measures the efficiency of a particular steganography method over another in terms of imperceptibility or stego image. This influenced our choice to use the PSNR measure in order to evaluate the quality of stego images. Table II, shows the comparison between proposed method and T.Seng’s[1] method. The comparison shows that the proposed method is better in performance and shows improved PSNR ,MSE values. The efficiency of the proposed method in this paper is compared against T.Seng’s method[1]. The results, as presented in Table , show good improvement in similarity between the original and the extracted watermark in comparison with the previous methods.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed a steganographic method for data hiding by using quantized range table and local area pixel differencing. Experimental results show the proposed scheme has a much better performance than Tseng’s scheme in terms of stego-image quality. The steganographic capacity and imperceptibility represent the most important aspects of any steganography technique. Thus, this paper addresses and improves these two fundamental aspects of digital steganography methods: steganographic capacity and stego image quality. This research proposed novel steganography methods in order to increase the steganographic capacity and enhance the imperceptibility (i.e. stego image quality).
Table II: Result analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tseng’s[1] Method</th>
<th>Our Proposed System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>MSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruits</td>
<td>49.23</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper</td>
<td>46.17</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td>47.87</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat</td>
<td>49.10</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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